OLAP on Mobile
Interactive Visualizations
Enterprise Mobile Security
Self-Serve Analysis
Intelicus Mobile Analytics is a flexible and secured solution that provides an enhanced user experience on mobile devices. It keeps you updated with facts and insights to take decisions on the move.

Interactive Visualization
Explore instant information on your hand-held devices. Perform ad-hoc and multidimensional analysis on the move with or without internet connectivity.

Mobile-Ready Reports
Subscribe to Dashboards and Reports on mobile devices. Update data when online, interact & analyze while offline. Compare versions for quick delta analyses.

Enterprise Mobile Security
Integrate seamless security with your enterprise’s authentication mechanism. Apply data restrictions, set policies to re-call data and white/black list devices if required.

Self-Serve Analysis
Swipe & tap actions for measuring data on various parameters. Draw charts on different dimensions and drill into details. Apply filtering, sorting and grouping for detailed analysis.

Play the Story
Play animated KPI trends and measure comparisons. Storify your analytics.

OLAP on Mobile
OLAP now extends to mobile devices on the viewer side. Experience the same interactivity while analyzing data from various altitudes at the same time.

Embed Mobile BI
 Seamlessly integrate Intelicus’ mobile application with your mobile application. Intelicus mobile application supports Single sign-on. Customers across verticals, like Finance and Healthcare have embedded Intelicus into their mobile applications.

In the store
Supports both iOS and Android devices. The app comes with a rich set of downloadable sample reports and dashboards.